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Connector: Your job is to find connections between the book and you, and between the book
and the wider world. Consider the list below when you make your connections.







Your own past experiences
Happenings at your school or in the community
Stories in the news
Similar events at other times and places
Other people or problems that you are reminded of
Between this book and other writings on the same topic or by the same author

Some connections I made between this reading and my own experiences, the wider world,
and other texts are:

I can relate with the boy in the striped Pajamas when Bruno is oblivious with the world
around him (because he's 9) and doesn't know the true meaning of other things like
when I was his age I didn't really know what was going on in the world and just went to to
school thinking everything was great
Pgeverywhere
When Bruno starts to respect his sister by calling her not a hopeless case I can connect
that with me and my sister because I never thought my sister was a hopeless case but
we used to fight a lot and I didn't have a lot of respect for her but now I respect my sister
and we barely get into arguments
Pg188

Also when shumel gets more frail I can connect when my grandfather got sick and too
got very skinny and frail so I can imagine what that looks like and the felling you get
when someone you love is in that kind of state and there's really nothing you can do
about it.
Pg178
When Bruno mom starts cheating on Bruno dad reminds me of the Scrooge because the
Scrooge had a wife which didn't last long as she left him after he was consumed by
greed like how Bruno's dad only cares about what the fury thinks about and how to
protect his reputation
Pg166

